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Jennie Jieun Lee
LW: It seems important. Thank you for chatting with me! I’m going
to get offline now and try out that “who am I” mantra. I appreciate
it and talk to you soon!
MM: thank-you and looking forward to more collaboration!
LW: totally
MM: Ciao

LW: So to set the scene...your studio is in your home upstate, a
couple of hours outside of NYC where you live with your partner,
Graham Collins and pets Milo and Lola. You live in an old farm
style house that y’all are currently renovating. It's cream-colored
with brown trim and has gardens out back. Eventually your studio
will be in a different location in this house. You have both an art
practice and a functional line called Glazemoods.
Will you describe a general good day in the studio? Or is there a
general day?
JJL: Yes hello, a good day would be one where I get enough
sleep and wake up to a cup of coffee by Graham. Then there
would be a kiln ready to open with glazed works in it. The reason
why I say ‘enough sleep’ is that when there is a glaze kiln cooling
down and scheduled to be done in the mornings, I keep waking
up through-out the night, every hour, hoping that it is ready to
open. This really disturbs my rest- which I need desperately to
function properly during the day.
LW: Ok, I am taking out my question about the importance of
sleep….
JJL: To continue, a good day would be yes a kiln to open,
no sore neck or back, ideas full in my brain and all day to

work without any disruptions- a good podcast or playlist
helps. Lately I have been watching youtube stations or
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gardening. Oh but before working in the studio, I would have
prepared lunch in the instant pot so that it is ready when I get
famished.
Also cold brew on hand is good.

ghostly vestige
of lived response
a screech of glee
a groan a krank

LW: I read and write in the morning and it gets harder for me as
the day progresses, thus the material I read gets trashier and
trashier until I get disgusted and pass out. What are your habits
regarding reading and writing? Do you keep a written record/
journal/ log/ sketch book?
JJL: Yes! So glad you asked this because the only time I can
really read is after I have woken up and have had one cup of
coffee going on 2. I have books next to my bed and a few times
a week, I will force myself to read a few pages. I feel like my brain
is fresh and open to learning and can follow sentences-and very
important- I leave my phone in the other room from the night
before because once I get on the phone and begin the endless
scrolling, I'm done for. I place books that are more difficult for me
to comprehend next to my bed because if I don’t stretch my
mind with literature, I will only be using words like “awesome”
and “cool” for the rest of my life. There’s nothing wrong with
those words but there’s a whole world out there of nuance. In
regards to writing, besides the list of things I have to do each
day, I rarely write.

spawned
of images
and thoughts
that bounce
they grasp
the breeze
& float on by
o chain of words
set down in play
will you earn
my living today
will you cure
my cling
or lead astray
once you’re written
don’t float away

It sounds like it’s helpful to you to keep your schedule loose and
fluid. You had an apartment you gave up after 40 years in the
East Village and you used to live back and forth between the city
and upstate. Did anything change about your practice being in
one place?
MM: Living full time in the country my practice is more attuned to
the rhythms of the natural world. I feel fortunate to have so much
time to myself. Life is more competitive in the city. There’s more
of a tendency to compare and/or judge. I do find though that
connecting with others does push my creative drive. Actually
moving up here has made it clear to me that I want to make art
because I enjoy it. I love the way I feel when I’m doing it. That’s
different from thinking about if others are going to like it.
LW: That seems like it relates to your meditation practice,
bringing it back to center. It looks like we have reached the end
of our hour, I want to ask you one last question. You have a
riding mower and a clearly cared for yard. I wonder- what do you
think about when you are cutting the grass?
MM: Ha that’s great—I love watching the contours of the land
emerge. It’s so satisfying to watch that progression build one
undulating row after another. Sometimes I dread how long it’s
taking. It’s also a place where free floating thinking occurs
providing respite in the midst of a grinding practical task. Paying
attention, exerting physical effort—all while in motion.

Except I did write a proposal today for a fellowship and I wanted
to pass out after. Writing is a puzzle which I wish I could push
myself to do more. I would love to be a writer but who has the
time for all those edits. I have sketchbooks, but they are mostly
filled with lists of my tasks.

LW: I also read when I start my second cup of the morning. Do
you like reading fiction or nonfiction?
JJL: I generally never read fiction due to the fact that life is
stranger than fiction. I mostly read non-fiction, bios, I recently
finished a book by Sianne Ngai titled, Our Aesthetic Categories. I
found her through reading Cathy Park Hong’s book Minor
Feelings- and I believe that Sianne Ngai wrote about that term
Minor Feelings- also I am trying to read as many books by Asian
women as possible- but I am a slow reader. I generally have to
re-read every page to fully understand the meaning. I have a lot
of filters in my head to get through.
Right now I am reading The Mushroom at the End of the World
by Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing. It's been a few months of readingsince the beginning of Covid but it is a fascinating book about
the people who hunt for matsutake mushrooms in the Pacific
Northwest. The Southeast Asian communities that gather to find
these delicacies and also the interesting way that this mushroom
came to be-which is from ruins. They spurt in secret places in
industrial forests after trees have been cut down. Japanese
people pay a lot of money for the mushrooms themselves are a
capitalistic commodity that go through many hands and middle
men to get to the final customer. Also what's fascinating about
this mushroom is that it supposedly smells like the most intense
nostalgia and woodsy scent. There are poems and songs about
it and legend says it originated in Korea.

Lately I’ve been using my phone to write things down since I
have it with me most of the time anyway. It’s a good place to not
lose things like scraps of paper. It’s also convenient not to have
to change mediums in the middle of doing something else, just
flip out the phone in the middle of gardening if something moves
me. Most of my resistance stems from not wanting to sit down to
work at the computer where I input and re-work initial drafts. I
often wish I could block out time on a regular basis to do that. I
prefer though to have my work always available to me. I think of
things to write when I’m doing other things and it's helpful to
make notes of it. When I’m feeling lethargic, going to my desk
could give me some purpose. But if I really don’t feel like writing it
probably means I should do something else. It’s amazing how
time disappears when I’m engaged in a project. Do you have a
schedule you adhere to?
LW: In the summertime when I am off or on the weekends I block
out entire days as studio days and others as house work daysthough I generally always exercise or go swimming also. Then I
have some days that are mixed but it helps me to have less guilt
feelings when I know “this is a studio day” or “I am supposed to
be cutting back trees today.” Part of my interest in these
interviews though is considering my own practice which is always
evolving/ intuitive.

HOVERCRAFT IN THE BUMPER ZONE

Avoid trolls
suspended in your living room
that got through your screen
ZOOM BOMBing you
out of a tenement
you’d been trying to leave for 40 years
A seaside motel unmoored
thrown adrift by a current
Sown to protect me from
moving between languages
to be like driftwood
buoyed tenderly under bridges
an air cushion in the borderlands

LW: I wonder in a way if your work is like these mushrooms,
you having originated in Korea and having an artist's life rather
than a 9-5? Is that a reach?

MM: I too experience fear connected to my creativity. Sometimes
JJL: Not a reach at all. My life and work has very much been like
what can I do to survive this life? Having had depression and
severe anxiety from an early age and then entering the workforce
and being in this capitalistic society where nothing is enough and
everything is due yesterday, I do feel like a mushroom trying to
grow somewhere warm and peaceful.
LW: In a kiln maybe. Thinking about the 9-5, I feel like you are in

I can’t tell if I’m anxious or excited. The two are so physically
similar. I know something’s up when I procrastinate going to my
desk to edit or input from my journal. I don’t know if it’s whether
I’m afraid it’s not going to be worth anything or I’m excited about
how great it’s going to be. Most likely the heart racing is a
conditioned response. The people who raised me felt I should be
seen but not heard and there’s probably anxiety around

the studio a lot just from seeing your output, but I wonder if you
feel like you need to set a schedule or are your hours pretty
fluid?

upstaging them or maybe even trying to please them. When I can
identify harmful inner voices they seem to dissipate. Naming or
showing feelings is essential in my work. If I can evoke an
emotion I am satisfied.

JJL: I pretty much work 6 days a week from morning until 4 or 5.
Usually my body tells me when to stop. And during this Covid
situation, I feel very fortunate to be living with my studio in the

LW: I often get sidetracked by feelings about the value of work, I
think stemming from my family or origin. That it should be toward
the good of the household- repainting siding, yard work, etc.

other room and a kiln hooked up. If this wasn't the case, my
mental state would be much different.

There IS so much to do as a homeowner, especially of an older
home. Navigating time management so that I am able to carve
out time for studio work as well as work around the house is a
challenge. Do you tend to group things into your days or have

LW: For me, while the overall practice of making art may be
therapeutic, I often feel anxious or excited (can’t tell the
difference!) when I am working. Do you have any familiar studio
feelings?

days devoted to writing and days devoted to all of the other
things a person does in a day?
MM: I can relate to wanting to be practical. When I was in college

JJL: Yes totally. Like for the last 4 months, after finishing 3
paintings for Halsey Mckay, I went straight into working only on
Glazemoods- my functional line. Working on the wheel
and making bowls, plates, mugs and the like, gave me the

my mother died; I changed my major from art to psychology
because I felt I should study something useful. Also she died of a
brain tumor so I might’ve wanted to know more about that. I tend
to have very varied interests. I’m also easily distracted so a

opportunity to not think about my artworks and just kinda

rigorous schedule has never really worked for me.

meditate on the wheel and not think. Not thinking is key here
MM: It usually starts with tai chi which is often referred to as
moving meditation. It facilitates focus and gets me in a
meditative zone. I sit facing a window in my attic that faces
out on the tops of some trees. Mainly I try to remain physically

lol. I find sometimes I do get anxious -which can be exciting to
be working on the ceramic paintings or sculptures for a showbut right now what feels right is to be taking a short break
from that and spending this time reading and making these

still and watch my mind. I say, just sit, to myself to bring
myself back to the present moment.

small works to let new ideas in. It’s a little bit like if I was an
athlete of some kind, Glazemoods is training for the artwork.
But maybe not! Maybe the more accessible works that people
drink their first cup of coffee in and the plates folks break
bread on is the real show. No dress rehearsal. Who knows….

LW: You have been doing this practice for a long time I think?
I imagine this has influenced your writing in terms of being
more receptive and focused?
MM: It helps me to trust the moment and be spontaneous.
Poems often do begin with a free-write, a stream of
consciousness, that then gets edited.
When I started meditating I would say, what am I, on the
in-breath and, don’t know, on the out-breath. That’s a
technique used to facilitate empty mind. Now it’s more
interesting for me to watch my mind.
LW: I am glad I asked because that’s the best meditation
recitation I’ve heard- who am I, I don’t know. Speaking of
watching things coming up, I wonder if you have frequent
specific feelings coming up when you are working? I often feel
anxiety or excitement, but I know some people try for a clear
head and I wonder if you notice any regular “studio feelings”
so to speak?

LW: I am currently sipping coffee from my Glazemoods mug,
which is my favorite!
I relate to the process of shifting between larger and smaller
output. I throw away a lot of work- expanding and contracting
my process- and so I wonder about your embrace of
accidents and tests- warped slipcasts, broken pieces, test
tiles- do you edit or throw things out? What constitutes an
accident for you in the studio? It all seems repairable/
workable. What’s a mishap or a bad day?
JJL: I’m so glad you like your mug! I didn't really begin
drinking out of them until we moved upstate and now I feel like
it's really important how the handle feels in my hand.
LW: I drink out of it every morning!

MYRA MNIEWSKI
JJL: As for editing and accident vs embracing, I am kind of an
anti-hoarder whereas I think I may have thrown out things that
probably I didn't need to. I think it's from moving around so
much as a kid. But whenever something breaks on the wheel for

LW: I want to start by setting the scene for your current practice.
You are a poet who lives and works in your home in upstate NY
where you live with your partner Chana Pollack, who is also a

example-I am a mediocre thrower- I'm not here to reinvent the
wheel (joke) but I know that my Glazemoods are not perfectly
thrown nor obtaining a master level of artistry. I feel like I am very
much about putting lipstick on a pig. I think pigs are so

writer. In addition to your separate writing practices, you jointly
have a business translating Yiddish documents, old family letters
etc. Your house is a wooden house from the 1920s painted
orange and green and it sits on a lawn that you mow beautifully

underrated and beautiful. I stopped eating pork.

with lots of trees and a garden out back. In this house is your
office. Is that where you do most of your writing and will you
describe a generally good work day?

I make mistakes on the wheel and then incorporate those
mistakes into the work. Rather I will work with the mistakes
because who am I to fight with what the clay wants to do or
which way it wants to go?
A bad day would be one where many of the things I make crack
because I was rushing the drying process and/or a glaze kiln that
doesn't wow me.

MM: Most of my writing is done in this house. I love making a fire
in the mornings when it’s cold and settling in with some tea and
toast to enjoy a book. It’s great when I’m involved in a book that
inspires me. If something moves me I’ll hand copy it down in my
notebook. I love the feel of ink flowing from the pen. Such
morning ritual serves as a warmup, to loosen my hand as well as
open my mind to reflection. If I’m lucky my thoughts will wander

LW: I worked a lot in woodshops and was always advised to
spend the last 15 minutes of the day cleaning, but I usually work
in the studio til I am too tired to clean and end up starting the
next day cleaning which is not as nice of a start. Do you have

into a poem or an idea for a poem and I’ll write that down. It’s
also a good time to free-write.
Later I’ll go back through those pages and rework stuff into a
word doc. It always feels good to devote that first hour in the

particular closing shop habits?

morning to dreaminess.

JJL: Yes, because the temporary clay studio is a few rooms
away from the kitchen right now, I have mopped every day after

LW: I feel the same way about the morning. You have a regular
meditation practice. Can you describe it for me?

working in it because I am paranoid of getting myself or

Graham or Lola and Milo sick from the silica dust.
My wheel however is harder for me to clean. Because I'm trying
to save all the slip and clay water to recycle. It will be better when
I move rooms. But yes- I try to wipe everything down because
now I want to live longer! Earlier in my 20’s til mid 30’s, I never
washed my hands, didn't care about living long, etc. Now it’s
different. Life seems really long on certain days but I think it's
actually passing very fast.
LW: Your process is so transformative. You really don’t know
what it's like until you pull it out of the kiln. That got me thinking
about working with the unknown. I always wonder about
people…Do you believe in supernatural things like ghosts etc?
JJL: Yes but I’m a scaredy cat- I don't think about it for very long
because I'm porous and I'm afraid they’ll start hanging around if I
let them in. Not sure if I'm ready for that. Make an appointment.
LW: Understood. That totally makes sense.
Thank you so much for doing this, I appreciate all your writing
and thoughtfulness!
JJL: Thanks for having me. I'll see you guys IRL soon! ❤

JOSHUA ABELOW

LW: You have a live/work space in an old church in upstate
NY that is white with red trim. The paint on the church is
peeling in a haunted way. You also have a gallery called
Freddy there and extra rooms that you sometimes rent out.
The main room of the church is a large open and very tall
space that you use as your studio. There is an old but
well-maintained graveyard out back….
Can you describe a general day in the studio for me?
JA: Hi Lizze! Yea, all that sounds about right. This is my 4th
summer living up here in Sullivan County, but I did organize a
show of my “Running Witch” paintings at the church five years
ago before I bought the place. That show got some good
visibility on blogs so I took it as a good omen to go forward
with moving here. Every day in the studio is a little different,
but the general idea is to keep busy. I usually wake up around
10 am and have oatmeal and coffee and then I like to work
from around 11am until dinner. Sometimes I’ll take a hike or
run errands in the middle of the day if I need some time to
think or whatever. And sometimes I’ll continue to work after
dinner, but other times I just watch Netflix or read a book or
something.
LW: I find it easiest to read in the morning and to think in the
morning. What ar

LW: Do you have any specific practices or cleaning habits in
place before you depart from the studio?
RD: Yes I like to come back to a clean space in the morning so I
put away all my tools in jars on the table, pile my sketches away
neatly, cover up my palette with a piece of saran wrap, and just
do a general tidy up. Of course, all of that is out the window on a
day when I am super frustrated, that’s when I will leave the studio
in a hurry and in a mess.
LW: Haha I relate to that. Thank you so much for chatting with
me, I liked hearing more about your studio life!
RD Thank you so much for including me! This was fun — I love
this project and am excited to learn more about other artist’s
studio rituals!

JOSHUA ABELOW
LW: You have a live/work space in an old church in upstate NY
that is white with red trim. The paint on the church is peeling in a
haunted way. You also have a gallery called Freddy there and
extra rooms that you sometimes rent out. The main room of the
church is a large open and very tall space that you use as your
studio. There is an old but well-maintained graveyard out back….
Can you describe a general day in the studio for me?
JA: Hi Lizze! Yea, all that sounds about right. This is my 4th
summer living up here in Sullivan County, but I did organize a

It also helps me correspond the colors to the blender tools I use
for application.
LW: Do you have any specific reading and writing habits in
regards to your art practice and do you keep a written record/
journal/ log/ sketch book?
RD: I was in the habit of reading one art theory or artist
biography book per month but that has fallen away in the last
few months. I have a long ongoing note on the notes app on my
phone. I continually write down thoughts I have in the studio,
quotes from artists or art books, and other various ideas about
my practice or art in general.

show of my “Running Witch” paintings at the church five years
ago before I bought the place. That show got some good visibility
on blogs so I took it as a good omen to go forward with moving
here. Every day in the studio is a little different, but the general
idea is to keep busy. I usually wake up around 10 am and have
oatmeal and coffee and then I like to work from around 11am
until dinner. Sometimes I’ll take a hike or run errands in the
middle of the day if I need some time to think or whatever. And
sometimes I’ll continue to work after dinner, but other times I just
watch Netflix or read a book or something.
LW: I find it easiest to read in the morning and to think in the
morning. What are your reading habits like in terms of where
and when do you mostly read? Are there types of reading
material that you mostly gravitate toward?

JA: That’s a good question - my reading habits are not nearly as
regimented as my art-making. There are times when I get
obsessed with certain fiction writers like Richard Brautigan or
Charles Bukowski. I also like some art/cultural theory stuff like
Boris Groys and Vilém Flusser. Cheryl Donegan recommended
“Towards a Philosophy of Photography” by Flusser about eight
or nine years ago and that book made a deep impression on me.
Sometimes I like to read artist biographies. I read “Chalk,” which
is about Cy Twombly and it had some juicy gossipy stuff that I
enjoyed. But, honestly, it’s been kinda hard for me to
concentrate on reading a lot lately. I’m more into watching the
news.
LW: I think reading habits nation-wide have taken a hit from the
constant news cycle. I also love personal books about artists.

LW: Speaking of pain, I know that recently you restarted a pretty
intricate work after spending a lot of time on it. Can you describe
a studio day gone wrong- is it a spilled coffee on artwork, an
unresolved composition? What specifically gets you down in the
studio?
RD: Restarting a piece is so painful. The most recent piece was
very detailed so it was extra tough. It definitely sent me into a
dark place emotionally for a few days. I just had to take the rest
of the day off and vent to a friend. It’s so frustrating but once I
get started on the new version and see that it is working better, I
shake it off. I also get frustrated in my studio from technical
difficulties. If I am using my laptop to look at a reference photo
and it dies suddenly and then takes a long time to restart, it
sends me into a full rage. Ha. As does having to reenter the wifi
info into my wireless projector or losing my headphones or

Speaking of...You also write. I enjoyed your book Good Morning.
Do you write often or in spurts and do you keep a journal or
studio log?

anything like that.

JA: My mom is a writer and professor of writing and so I grew up
in a house where reading and writing were encouraged. She
would always tell me that I was a good writer, but I thought she
was just blowing smoke because she loved me. I probably wrote

system?

some short stories in high school English class, but I really don’t
remember. I do know that in late 1998 (the year I finished
college), just a few days before I moved to New York City for the
first time, I started keeping a journal.

needed to label them. I bought several rolls of colored Japanese
washi tape. Beside each color on the palette, I add a strip of
colored tape that reminds me what it is or if there is red in one of
the main shadow colors I mixed and purple in the other.

LW: You have color trays and a colored tape system you use to
ensure that you get the colors right. Can you describe this

RD: This is a new system I developed during quarantine. I
realized I couldn’t keep track of the colors by sight alone and

I knew my world was going to change significantly and I wanted
to have some sort of record. So, I used a pen to write in one of
those Memo books kids use in school. I ended up filling up
about twenty or more memo books. I never looked back at what I
was writing and it wasn’t until 2008 that I decided to look at what

Studio shot of Hanging Undies, 2020
Oil pastel on paper, 30 X 40 inches

I’d written. Long story short, the first six Memo books were very
interesting. The rest were not. I spent about two years rewriting
those first six Memo books, which became “Painter’s Journal.” I
did a show at an artist-run gallery in Toronto called Tomorrow in
2011 and they published a limited edition run of the book - 50
copies.

There were a lot of grammatical errors and other issues with that
publication, so in 2012 I worked with Peradam to release 1,000
copies without the errors. I think there still might be one or two

LW: That’s a good detail. You often have a represented,
sometimes closely cropped object or scene with a flat wash of
color in the background. Frequently, lately you depict foodusually tan fleshy-colored carbs like pasta and crackers- in a way

errors, but hey - not bad. “Good Morning” took shape in a similar
way. The book is based on journals, but I took a lot more
liberties with the writing and really transformed it into something
that I think of as more of a long poem. It’s more abstract and

that becomes abstracted. Sometimes the image is of something
entirely different from food, like recently a pair of panties, but to
me the images are linked by their intimacy and relation to the
body. I wonder how you choose an image to devote your time

playful. I keep telling myself to continue keeping a journal, but it’s
been hard for some reason. I end up jotting something down like
every few weeks or months. Who knows, maybe it’ll turn into a
book eventually.

to?

LW: I have seen you work on several paintings at once. Is that
usual for you, to work in batches? Can you tell me about your
approach and the groupings of these works?
I also wonder about the tall stacks of shelves full of paintings in
your space and if you have an organizational system for your
work? It all seems systematic and organized.
JA: One thing I’ve come to realize is that, in certain ways, my
approach to writing isn’t all that different than my approach to
painting – I get it down on paper or canvas, I let it accumulate
over a period of weeks, months, or years. Then I go back and
take a serious look at what I’ve done. The process of organizing
and editing begins. This approach is ultimately what led me to
curating, curating being an activity based on the organization of
objects/information. Yes, I do work on many paintings at the
same time.

RD: I’m not always sure where the impulse to create a specific
image comes from but I know I have to follow that impulse if it
keeps haunting me. My pictures are often about something I
have noticed and feel the need to call attention to so others can
also notice it. There is definitely a theme of body and intimacy
lately and I aim to bring out the corporeal qualities of pasta,
crackers and other food in my work. I’m sure the theme of food
comes from many subconscious areas of my brain, places that I
am not even aware of. Body dysmorphia and the difficult
relationship many women have with food growing up in dieting
culture may be part of it. I was also thinking recently that I care
deeply about the pleasure and pain it takes to perfect a craft.
Cooking is a craft and an art. It takes so much time, patience and
sweat to make an incredible meal but there’s so much pleasure
in that first bite. Similarly, painting requires enormous sacrifice
and dedication (to the point of headache and tears sometimes)
but the satisfaction of the final product keeps making it worth it.

Then, I had to rush to finish it; and it never looked how I really
wanted it to. Now, I am very meticulous about doing studies
before making the final piece. My process is very unforgiving so I
can’t rework areas—I need to have the majority of it figured out
beforehand. I’ve done dozens of studies for some pieces in order
to get the colors exactly right and I will restart the final over and
over again until I get that right. I am still perfecting my skills so I
hope, later on, I won’t have to do as many restarts. Although, the
drive to redo and redo until I get something right is probably a
personality trait—in high school, I retook the SATs seven times
until I got the score I wanted.

Running Witch, 2014
Oil on linen, 80 x 60 inches


Some of my work is preplanned and it’s basically a matter of
executing the ideas. Simultaneously, I like to have work
happening where I have an idea of what I’m doing, but not a
clear idea of the end goal. I think that making art is very
emotional so it is helpful to work on a few paintings that I know
will turn out well and at the same time work on other paintings
that might not work out. This way, if the more experimental stuff
doesn’t turn out I don’t beat myself up and feel like too much of
a failure. Every couple of years I do a massive edit. Last summer
I got rid of about 800 paintings and this year I got rid of about

RD: Cleaning and organizing has been my drug of choice during
the lockdown. It brought me escape and peace of mind. Since
art is life and life is art, my renewed focus on organization bled
into my painting process as well. I spent hours looking at my
process and how a better system could help me be a better
artist. Previously, my oil pastels were lumped together in a bin
and I was always mixing up my colors on the palette. With only
evenings and weekends at my studio, I never had the time or
energy to rethink this. I also didn’t want to take precious time
away for what seemed so mundane. But it was really essential
and liberating to discover a personal way to organize my

300. Sometimes I go back into an older painting and it becomes
something new, leading to new work.

materials, colors and tools. It deepened my connection to my
studio, improved my work and even made it more enjoyable.

LW: In terms of curating, you were running your gallery Freddy in

LW: You usually work on one work at a time rather than several

Baltimore long before you got the church, though to see the
church you would assume that Freddy was a reaction to it
because it is so fitting. Do you think that it was “meant to be?”

at once and can spend months on one image right? Can you talk
about the series of tests you do before beginning that image?
RD: Yes, I usually work on one image at time and I take my time

JA: I opened Freddy in Baltimore in 2014. My buddy Jordan had
been running a gallery in the storefront with some friends and
they were giving up the space. I asked him about the cost and
he said it was $300 a month. Or something like that. My New

with each piece. I was lost in a mentality of quantity over quality
for a long time and would end up with tons of work but nothing I
really liked. Even though I often feel frustrated that each work
takes so long, I’m committed to spending the time necessary. It

York brain pretty much exploded when I heard that and I just felt
a sense of obligation to do something. I’d just ended my blog,
which I’d been doing for five years, and I was excited to do a
new kind of curatorial venture that was more focused on

might also be a reaction to the years I worked as an illustrator—I
would get an assignment due in a couple days (or even a few
hours).

my personal taste in art as opposed to a broad overview, which
is what I felt the blog was. I was also excited about the idea of
anonymity - using Freddy Kreuger as an alter-ego was great fun
and it also related to the “Running Witch'' paintings I was doing
at the same time – it was all connected. So anyway, yea, I
moved from NYC down to my hometown (Frederick, Maryland)
and rented a hay barn out in the countryside to make the
paintings and at the same time I also rented the storefront space
in Baltimore to run the gallery. The church basically came about
because I didn’t want to continue living with my parents and I
was itching to reconnect to NYC, but also didn’t want to live in
some shithole and work in a closet-sized studio. When I
discovered the church, it did feel like it was meant to be.
Especially because the room in the back that constitutes Freddy
(the gallery) is almost identical in size to the storefront I’d been
renting in Baltimore. Also, the cemetery out back fit the Freddy
vibe to a T.
LW: Do you ever get scared there when you are alone there? It
was a dark and snowy night…
JA: Moving up here took some getting used to. I didn’t know the
area at all. And the church living conditions were extremely
rudimentary when I first moved in - no lights had been installed
yet so we were walking around with flashlights. Trust me, walking
around an old country church in the middle of the night with
flashlights is scary. But, after some initial self-doubt about the
decision, I got over my fear. One of the things I liked about

RACHEL DOMM
LW: You live in Ridgewood, Queens and have a studio within
walking distance of your apartment. The studio is in the back of
an old storefront. Your apartment and studio are both on the
ground floor and you garden behind your apartment. You have a
special affinity for cats and have 2.5 at your place, I would say.
Two indoor cats and a cat that has a feral pet cat that comes in
and out. You’ve been making images with oil pastel on paper for
some time.
Can you describe a generally good studio day for me?
RD: Most days, I get to the studio by 11 and stay until 7. Even
though it is following an ingrained capitalist mindset about a
typical work day, I feel more accomplished getting in 8 hours. I
was laid off from my day job at the beginning of the pandemic so
now I am able to go into my studio everyday if I want. I maintain
focus by setting up a timer and working for 30 mins then a 5 min
break and then working for 30 mins and so on. That’s an ideal
day but, of course, when something is going wrong I lose that
structure.
LW: To this outside observer, the way you make your work is

Freddy in Harris, NY

very specific, your process is pretty organized. I wonder, did you
arrive at your current process intuitively, or did you take a step
back and say how can I organize this and you created this
system? Or something else?

this place right off the bat was the good energy. It looks
intimidating and scary from the outside, but inside the vibes are
very, very good.
LW: I totally agree and love the flashlight imagery.
I always prefer beginnings, but I know endings are important as
well. Do you have any regular cleanup practices or studio closing
rituals?
JA: At the end of the day you will find me standing at the slop
sink washing my brushes. I try to keep the amount of brushes
down to two or three whenever possible. A lot of my new
paintings are made using little scraps of paper towels instead of
brushes. This, of course, is just my way of avoiding the slop sink!
LW: Well I think that's a good spot to finish on. Thanks so much
for doing this Josh. Hope to see u soon.
JA: Hey thanks, Lizzie - this was a fun way to spend an hour on
a Sunday afternoon in August.

The slop sink at Freddy.

